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ABSTRACT
The artist throughout history has had difficulty in 
communicating to the mass of people. Most art has been 
made for special classes of people who represent authority. 
There has always been a need for a meaningful visual 
communication with a"VI the people because there is a need 
for a fine art which can fill the gap left by the passing 
of folk art. Painting is the easiest of the art forms for 
the public to understand and grasp because it has the 
greatest storytelling possibilities. There is a real need 
for artists to try and communicate with the broad mass of 
people Instead of just the privileged. All of the major 
nations of the modern world are rapidly moving towards 
collectivization. The people of Russia and the United 
States are beginning to share in all the benefits of their 
nations. The people should be encouraged to participate 
in the fine arts and artists and painters should try to 
offer them a form of visual vocabulary. Public painting of 
a monumental soale, which can be viewed by large groups 
of people at a time, could provide the visual communication 
needed.
Most artists today think that public art is bad art.
I have tried to trace the development of painting as a public
vil
art in hopes of either proving or disproving that supposition. 
I have emphasized several public paintings and painters I 
personally consider excellent.
I have not attempted to write an all encompassing 
history of public painting nor have I tried to look at the 
smallest portion of each movement. I have traced a concept 
across history. That is the concept of a quality public 
painting and the conditions that are necessary for it to 
arise,
I have found several paintings which I consider excel­
lent that were produced under massive art programs. The 
most successful public art programs were those immediately 
following the Russian and Mexican Revolutions of the twen­
tieth century.
Broad conclusions indicated that a good public art 
is dependent on an enlightened government and skilled painters 
who are willing to put much of their creative drive into 
painting for the public. The educational system of the 
country could responsibly give the public and artists a 
greater understanding of each others needs. Ultimately the 
balance between the artist*s creative spirit and the oublics 
understanding and grasp of visual statements can be reached 
when good public art is achieved.
vlii
INTRODUCTION
The use of painting as a public art fora is as new 
as the great people*s revolutions which begin with the 
French Revolution of the 1780*s and 1790*s. It Is as old 
na the anolent Greeks or the first time man drew on the wall 
of a community meeting cave.
In Its broadest definition public art Includes most 
of the architecture, sculpture, and much of the painting man 
has produced throughout history. It would include the great 
cathedrals of the Middle Ages, and Rockefeller Center In 
twentieth century New York. Examples of painting that fit 
this broadest concept of public art are more difficult to 
find but were available 1n ancient Egypt, Greece, Rome,
Gothic cathedrals, royal places, and government buildings. 
There is much art that could be classified as public art but 
the question Is whether It Is really public art.
The broadest definition of public art would be an art 
fora which the public can gain access to. By this definition 
most monumental art could be considered public. All the art 
In our present-day galleries and museums would be considered 
public. All one needs to do to prove that this broad concept 
of public art is not really valid Is to ask a common man, one 
of the public, If he understands it or If it Is his. Most
1
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people have little reason to believe the art in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art was made for them or even 
for their ancestors as a whole.
A definition of public art that would really represent 
the art of and for the mass of people would have to be much 
narrower in its breadth. Public art would be an art form 
which was specifically made to be viewed by a large mass of 
people freely in their daily lives. It would be an art form 
whioh tells the mass of people something and is readily under­
stood by them. It would be an art form which is monumental 
and was done at the request of that mass of people through 
some chosen representative; and thus it would become public. 
Very often a public art form serves as propaganda expounding 
the advantages and accomplishment of the society of which 
the mass of people are a part. It does not Impose ideas 
that are alien to the people. It reflects and states for 
them and to them ideas which they agree on and want stated.
Public art is an expression of the sum total of a 
society’s political, religious, and visual attitudes. It 
seems to imply some sort of democratic organization of 
society. The democratic basis for a real public art has a 
great deal of validity. The great monuments of public art 
for the people were born out of democratic revolutions of the 
people. It is only when these democratic conditions are 
present that a public art the people want can occur.
The first major strides towards a public art of the 
people comes from a partially democratic Greece and was
3
given force toy republican Rome* The next significant 
advance in the direction of a putolio art comes from the 
short-lived republic of Florence in fourteenth century 
Italy* The greatest step towards a public art comes out of 
the democratic French Revolution through the works of David. 
The Russian and Chinese communistic revolutions of the 
twentieth century sparked the next major attempt at public 
art forms. In Mexico and the United States brief social 
revolutions and reforms provided a climate in which public 
art was encouraged*
Painting did not become a major form of publlo art 
until Jacques-Louis David made it the visual language of the 
people of the French Revolution. Painting was considered 
a significant means of public expression ever since.
Painting was the major art form of the communist revolutions 
and became a truly significant media in Mexican public art.
In our modern age the construction of large publlo 
buildings offers unlimited possibilities for painting as a 
public art. If the public can accept large advertising 
billboards in public places, they could accept fine paintings 
of monumental size as a public art form.
CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS OF PAINTING AS A PUBLIC ART
The development of a public form of painting can be 
traced through western history. The modern attempts at 
public painting were not made without some precedents in 
history. Egypt was one of the first major societies which 
could be considered an influence on the development of 
western art forms.
A. The Egyptian Contribution
There were two areas in which Egyptian art made a 
major contribution to the concept of a public art. The 
first was the concept of stylization which made the visual 
symbols used understandable to those who would view the work. 
The second contribution would be that of monumentallty.
When a work of art Is large It is viewed by more people 
from greater distances. The pyramids and temples of ancient 
Egypt could serve as a public art because even the slaves 
could view them.
The elements of Egyptian art were chosen and employed 
by the ancestors of the artist from the beginning; but the 
workmen had handled them so often and for so long that by 
practice they had reduced them to a system and had replaced 
the direct observation of nature by the constant use of
5
decorative formulae accepted in the workshop.1
The stylization of early Egyptian art came about 
not only as a matter of repetition but also out of 
consideration for stability. The reliefs on the walls 
were kept very low or sunk into the surface which diminished 
the chances of accidental breakage and weathering. Even the 
sculptured figures were placed in one of three or four 
attitudes which insured stability. The figures were seated 
upon a complete cube or on a seat with a straight back, or 
they stood with legs pressed together and the arms against
2the body with the back and head engaged in a vertical slab.
These same considerations of repetition and stability 
probably influenced the stylization of the figures in the 
painted wall reliefs which decorated temples and tombs.
These reliefs were narrative of the life and environment of 
the person buried in the tomb and served a magical and 
religious function.
The artist was bound by religious necessity and concern
for the welfare of those for whom he worked to represent them
by their characteristic formulae. He still had to retain
enough of the individual features to identify the personage
3depicted. This severely limited the personal expression of 
the artists and takes their work out of the realm of public 
art. 123
1G. Maspero, Art in Egypt (New Yorks Charles Scribner’s 
Sons, 1912), p. 4.
2Ibid«. p. 12.
3Ibid., p. 69.
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It would seem remarkable to a more modern civilization
that the same conventions and formulae could have lasted so
long. It would seem that once certain habits of seeing and
transcribing an object have been contracted, the eyes of the
h.race were sealed to other Impressions. Since their forms 
served a magical function and they were believed to work, 
there would be little reason for them to be changed.
The permanence, monumentality, and stylization of 
Egyptian art would have made it useable as a public art 
form. The magic uses of the art forms, along with the 
absolute control over art exercised by the Pharaoh and the 
religion, prevented it from ever descending to the low level 
of the common man. The entire society of ancient Egypt held 
little reverence for the individual human life.
B. The Greek Contribution
It took a society which was to some degree concerned
with man as a person and as a group to make the first major
step towards a public art which included painting.
By working on lines parallel to those followed by the
statesmen and poets, the Greek artist took up the task of
adding a certain degree of moral and spiritual evolution to
Kmere physical beauty.
The Greeks began their artistic advancement during the 4*
4Ibld.. p. 69.
^Percy Gardner, The Principles of Greek Art (New York* 
The MacMillan Company, 1921), p. 86.
archaic period. The archaic period was idealized much 
along the same lines as was the later Egyptian art. The 
advancement made by the Greeks came with the acceptance of 
a physical ideal of beauty. The figures of the gods would 
be done with the same ideal physical proportions as the 
athletic heroes.
There was a close relationship of the deity to the 
city or community. Each of the city states was an individual 
community sharing common ancestors, language, and history.
The people of the city were united in a common worship of
ancestral deities, who represented the general life of the
6community. The city states each maintained a temple which 
would include sculptures of their special deities.
Athena was the principle deity of Athens, and for whom
the Parthenon was built. She had to embody the city’s entire
7social life. She had a thoughtful face to represent the 
wisdom of the city. She was a softly curved woman to embody 
the arts. She was clad in armor and helmet carrying a spear 
to represent the city’s military strength and victories.
She was, in short, the symbol of the people as well as their 
goddess.
These gods and goddesses plus the athletes and heroes 
were the major Greek contribution to a public art tradition. 
While the sculptures were there to honor the gods they were 
also there for the people to see and draw strength from. 67
6Ibid., p. 87.
7Ibld.
7
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The city-state art forms, as the Athena, were public 
art forms to the citizens of that particular city. All men 
were not citizens and the availability of the art forms to 
them or their interest In It cannot be known. All people 
of a city-state would be able to see the most monumental 
manifestation of the art of the upper class "citizens" of 
the city.
There was one notable example of a more universal 
Greek art. This was the Zeus of Olympia which was more than
g
civic, it was a national emblem for all Greeks.
Zeus represented the Greek race as superior. Zeus
was the common god of all the Greeks and united them in one
ideal. The great sculpture of Zeus in the temple at Olympia
served as a place to which people from all over Greece could
9make pilgrimages. It was an art form for all the Greeks.
Greek sculpture and architecture reached a public art 
level similar to the Gothic cathedrals of the Middle Ages*
The Importance of Greek sculpture to public art cannot be 
denied. Its Importance was that as the first public art it 
paved the way for painting as a public art.
Greek monumental painting grew out of the vase paintings 
that proceeded it. Monumental painting in Greece was at its 
prime from the fourth century to the third. As painting in 89
8Ibld., p. 88.
9Ib i4 -
the modern sense, it reached its prime one hundred years
10after Greek sculpture.
It is with these monumental paintings that the 
western tradition of public painting really begins. The 
Greeks originated naturalistic or illusionistlc painting 
and used It on a monumental scale.
None of the original paintings remain but there were 
a few reliable copies preserved in Pompeii, The significant 
public nature of these works becomes evident when Rome deemed 
them important enough to copy major works.
The most significant copy of a monumental Greek 
painting was the copy of the Battle of Alexander (figure 1). 
The work is a mosaic which is almost certainly a faithful 
copy of a painting by the Attic master Philoxenos of Erelrid 
for King Cassander between the years 319 and 297 B,C, The 
mosaic copy, which adorned the house of the faun in Pompeii, 
was over eight by sixteen feet in size and a remarkable 
piece of craftsmanship In its own right.* 11
The painting was a representation of the battle 
between the Greeks and Persians showing the defeat and retreat 
of Darius before Alexander, The dominant Persian spears are 
evidently in retreat which explains their Importance in the
^Erast Pfuhl, Masterpieces of Greek Drawing and 
Painting (New York* The MacMillan Company, 1926), p. 7.
11Ibid., p. 92.
9
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general composition.
The original painting, since It was commissioned by
King Cassander, probably decorated his personal dwelling
or some sort of government chamber adjoining the palace. It
must have been accessible as it was mentioned by the Elder
Pliny in his Chapters on the History of Art as being second 
12to none I That a copy of such quality would be found in 
Pompeii indicates the renown the original must have shared.
The monumentality that is embodied in the mosaic 
certainly places it within the realm of public art. It 
also places the original by Philoxenos as the most significant 
contribution to the concept of public painting made by the 
ancient world.
There were copies of other monumental Greek paintings 
but the Alexander seems the most significant and gives man 
an idea what public painting was or might have been in ancient 
Greece.
While the Alexander painting was monumental and 
deserves a place in the history of public painting, it still 
was made for a king and not for the people. Its contribution 
to the tradition of painting, which can be traced all the way 
to David, does make it a significant step towards a people's 
art in painting.
It was a significant testimony to Greek and Athenian 
art that the Romans adopted the style for the great conquering 12
12The Elder Pliny's Chapters on the History of Art 
(New York* The MacMillan Company, 1896), p . 1^3*
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city of Rome,
£1__T M  Jftogan. Contribution
Rome was the vehicle by which the Greek concepts of 
art and man were spread through the European world. Roman 
architecture spread throughout the empire from Augustus to 
the fall of western Rome, The great public buildings of 
Rome, the baths, colosseums, government houses, and temples 
became the first vast expression of an impersonal public art* 
It was an art of organized humanity. The major art forms 
of this movement were the practical arts of architecture and 
sculpture. Sculpture was used as propaganda by those who 
had it placed and was used as decoration for architectural 
structures.
The historian Livy observed that the aim of Roman 
art was to make it the outward manifestation of Roman rule 
over the world: "not only to their own glory but to 
Increase the majesty of the Roman people.*1-̂
In the Augustan Age, under Greek influence, sculpture 
was the dominant art media. By the third century, copying 
of Greek works had ended and for the next two centuries it
i j.was painting which dominated interior decoration.
Throughout Roman history there were two tendencies 13*
13George M.A. Hanfmann, Roman Art: A Modern Survey 
of Imr^rial Rome (Greenwich, Connecticut: New York Graphic 
Society, 196*0, p. 19*
IkArnold Houser, The Social History of Art (New York: 
Random House, 1962), I, 109.
12
In public art. The first was the Hellenizlng, idealistic 
theatrical style of the court aristocracy. The second was 
the native, sober, naturalistic style of the middle class.^
The aristocratic style was the one which dominated the 
public buildings. The aristocracy had control of the public 
art of Rome until the very late empire finally adopted the 
plebian simplicity and expressionist directness.
Painting was the popular art of all the Romans and
could be understood by all. When someone wanted to make a
point with the people he would use paintings to depict their
exploits in parades. Even lawyers would use pictures in
16presenting the oases to the Judge.
None of these posters remain so there is no way of 
Judging their quality. While the parade posters and wall 
decorations oould represent a broad public painting tradition 
there has been little evidence to show that the Romans ever 
reached the stage of monumental painting specifically aimed 
at the mass of people which can be found in the twentieth 
century.
Paintings were commissioned by the aristrocracy and 
government officials for their own or for government purposes. 
The best preserved of Roman paintings, those of Pompeii, 15
15IblA.. p. 108.
Ibid., p. 109.
13
were wall decorations for private homes and therefore cannot
be considered public art. They do give us an Idea of the
degree of competence which was exerelsed by Homan artists.
There remains one Identified Imperial portrait of the
family of the Emperor Septlmlus Severus (ruled 193-211 A.D.),
his wife, and two sons (figure 2). The painting was sent to
a province, probably Egypt, and was used primarily because of
the greater ease of transportation. Previously the emperors
17would send sculpture or portrait busts. The use of a 
painting for an Imperial portrait shows the rising importance 
of painting in the late empire. This painting also shows the 
trend towards a more realistic representation as opposed to 
a classical representation. The figures In the painting, 
especially the Emperor, already give the impression of the 
icons of the early Christians and the art form that was to 
follow.
The transition of art from the late Homan Empire to 
the art of the middle ages was quite smooth. The significant 
change was the transferring of art from the state to the 
church. The autocratic nature of the church also destroyed 
the Roman concept of a secular public art.
£i__The Middle Ages
The adoption of Christianity in the Roman Empire 
17Hanfmann, o p. cite.. Caption for Illustration,
XLVIII.
marked the end of the ancient Ideal in art. Life in the 
Homan Empire continued along the same social and economic 
line for almost two centuries of Christianity.
The new Christian ideal did not at first alter the 
outward appearance of art, but it did alter its social 
function.
The changing of art's social function is the primary 
contribution to public art during the Middle A&es. The 
Catholic Church took the control of art even further away 
from the people than it had been under the Greeks and Romans. 
Art was totally controlled by the Roman church*
In the ancient world a work of art was held significant
for its aesthetic appeal. Art in the early church was a
concession made to the ignorant masses who could be influenced
18by visual impressions.
Architecture and sculpture continued to be the major 
forms of the art which was directed, not specifically towards 
the public, but towards heaven and the mother church.
Painting was used as a story telling device or used to convey 
a dogma or moral* The importance of painting as a public art 
form was confined to the churches, and while it was used to 
communicate with the masses, it remained the private art of 
the Roman church.
The Gothic age began to emerge after the twelfth 
century and with it a change in the European ideal of the
l8Houser, op. clt.. p. 127.
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Kingdom of God to nature. This Is test Illustrated by the
words of Saint Thomas* "God enjovr* all things, for each
19accords with His essence." 7 This was the concept that even 
the lowliest of objects and man was worthy of something. The 
significant contribution of the Gothic age to public painting 
was that the artist was no longer limited to noble subjects. 
This new concept led to the Renaissance and eventually to 
the birth of modern public painting.
There was another significant change in the late Middle 
Ages that would directly influence the growth of a public art. 
This was the sharing of patronage of the arts with the lords 
and noble men.
The beginning of the thirteenth century marked the end
of the Holy Roman Empire and the beginning of French ascendancy.
European art was liberated from the dual tutelage of Pope and
Emperor. The beginning of an emphasis on man* the individual,
20took shape under the Joint leadership of France and England*
Court painting, a concept similar to that of the Greeks 
and Romans, Joined the art of the churoh, and the two basio 
directions from which patronage came remained until the 
eighteenth century.
It was the dual patronage of the church and the nobles 
and aristocrats that made possible the advancement of 
painting as a major art form during the Italian Renaissance. 19*
19Ibid., p. 232.
90^Jacques Dupont and Cesare Gnudi, Gothic Painting 
(; Geneva * Skira, 195*0* P* 13*
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While Prance was advancing in political control*
Italy was advancing In their concepts of humanity and the
arts. Italian customs of the Renaissance were in great
contrast to those of the Middle Ages. Social Intercourse
no longer depended on cast distinction. In the fifteenth
century in Italy, the general opinion was that birth did
21not decide the worth of a man.
By the year A.D. 1200 a capitalistic economy had
developed and the upper middle class was in possession of
the power exercised through employers* guilds. The middle
class in many Italian cities formed republics which were in
essence controlled by them. The nobility soon Joined the
upper middle olass in financial dealings and soon gained
22ascendency in the control of the state*s life.
The complete control of the Medici over the Floreroine 
"democracy** shows how little progress the people really made. 
The state still represented only private interests.
The fifteen century brought a new era of prosperity 
to Florence and the other capitalistic city-states. With this 
new prosperity the middle class wanted to show its wealth.
The means they chose to display their affluence was through 
works of art. 21
21Jacob Burchhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance 
in Italy (New lorkt The New American Library of World 
Literature, i960), pp. 258-259.
22Houser, op. clt.. pp. 20-22,
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The choice of art as the means by which the new rich 
of the Renaissance would display their grandeur was a step 
away from a public art* but the monumentality of the works 
created provided the Inspiration for the large-scale attempts 
at public painting and murals in the eighteenth and twentieth 
centuries.
Giotto was the first master of naturalism and set the 
trend for the Renaissance, It was naturalism which tended to 
dominate the major trend of painting until the twentieth 
century. It had been naturalism which had the greatest appeal 
to the public’s taste. The return to naturalism in the 
Renaissance was a major step towards the concept of a public 
art. But the naturalism of Renaissance art was soon refined 
to the tastes of the nobles and upper middle class. The 
Renaissance did little to include the people as a whole in 
the purposes of and reason for art.
The most significant contribution of the Renaissance 
to a public painting tradition was the monumental scale of 
wall frescoes which decorated churches and chapels.
The most monumental of the paintings of the Renaissance
were Michelangelo’s Sistine Ceiling Grouping. It is an
excellent and elaborate fresco covering the entire ceiling
of the Sistine Chapel. The painting was commissioned by Pope
Julius II at a time when the unity of the church was threatened.
The Sistine Chapel itself was intended as a special chapel for
23the College of Cardinals.
^Frederick Hartt, Michelangelo (New York* Harry N, 
Abrams, Ine., 1964), pp. 30-31.
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The patronage and placement of the Slstlne Celling 
was typical of monumental paintings of that period. It was 
placed in a relatively private ohapel, a chapel that was not 
included in the people’s general activities. It was done 
for a Pope not the people.
The monumental scale undertaken by Michelangelo and 
other Renaissance painters as Leonardo da Vinci or Titian, 
while not forming a real people’s art, did provide an impetus 
for monumental work. The concept of monumental work continued 
to flourish through the Baroque period and finally manifested 
itself in a public art form under David in Prance,
The grandiose scale of painting begun in the Ren­
aissance continued through the Baroque period. It Indeed 
became grander. The style of painting changed to a grand 
style suitable to the courtly life of absolutist Europe.
After the Reformation In Europe the Catholic Church
regained its confidence and Rome became its splendid capital.
The grandiose, pompous character of court art became pre-
24dominant in the church art.
Any progress toward an art of the people the church 
may have made in the Middle Ages was now completely done 
away with. Court art gained dominance all over Europe except 
in the Protestant countries. In the Protestant countries a 
more naturalistic art became a commodity to be sold to 
business men of the middle class. Any trend toward people’s
24Houser, op. oit.« pp. 184-187.
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art is overshadowed completely by the court or the bourgeois 
commercial art.
The absolutist Icings of Europe gained all power,
leaving the people no voice in the affairs of state or art.
Baroque court art reached its apex under Louis XIV, absolute
King of France in l66l.
/Jean-Honore Fragonard was the last of the great court 
artists of absolutist France. His dealings with the cour­
tesans of the King show how the trend away from public art 
came to dominate the art world. Fragonard was contemporary 
with the French Revolution and the birth of modern public 
painting under David.
CHAPTER II
REVOLUTIONARY FRANCE* THE TRANSITION 
TO PUBLIC PAINTING
Jean-Honore Fragonard and Jacques-Louis David were 
giants in French art, each in their representative age—  
Fragonard, under Louis XV and David with the Revolution and 
Napoleon. Yet both artists died out of favor with the rulers 
of France; Fragonard subsisting on charity from Napoleon 
until 1806 and David exiled from France under the restored 
Bourbons in 1825•
In 1765 Jean-Honore Fragonard at the age of thirty- 
three exhibited his painting The High Priest Coresus 
Sacrificing Himself to save Calllrrhoe. This picture led 
to his prompt nomination to the Academy. Many saw in him a 
new hope for French painting. In his review of the painting, 
Diderot had praised the young artist*
This artist has magic and all the ’apparatus* 
of the picturesque at his finger tips and what’s 
more has brains, the idealist element in his work is 
truly sublime; all our young artist needs is to 
perfect his technique,25
The King purchased the Coresus before the exhibition opened 
to have it reproduced as a tapestry.
2<"''Jacques Thuilller and Albert Chalelet, French 
Painting from Le Naln to Fragonard (CGenevaa* Skira, 1964), 
p. 247.
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Fragonard had made an auspicious start. But In a few 
years not only had he not applied for membership in the 
Academy, but he also let his nomination drop. Why he did 
this is hard to explain except that he probably did not want 
the restrictions of a court painter. He now had a public.
He enjoyed the favor of a group of connoisseurs and turned 
his back on the more difficult trade of historical painting. 
He was a successful painter until the early years of the 
Revolution when his work no longer met the demands of the 
French people.
In 1790, alarmed by the outbreak of the Revolution, 
Fragonard took shelter in his home town, Grasse. In the 
following year he returned to Paris where, thanks to David, 
to whom he had rendered services in the past, he was made
26curator of the Louvre, He held this post for four years.
He died in 1806, neglected and forgotten. He lived in the 
Age of Absolutism and died in the Age of Revolution,
Jacques-Louis David descended from a long line of 
artisans and shopkeepers of the lower middle class. He was 
born In Paris on August 30, 1?48. He got his artistic 
training from Joseph Vien (1716-1809), who competed with 
Fragonard for many commissions. Vien was the leading 
proponent of the classical motif which David was to 
revolutionise. David’s early works show a conflict between 
the new austerity and the blandishments of rococo, its 26
26ibia.. p. 255.
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fluttering draperies and general dishevelment, its hazy 
pinks and blues.
In 1773» taking over from Fragonard and working in
the same spirit, he decorated the magnificent town house
27designed by Ledoux for the dancer Mademoiselle Guimard.
He successfully competed for the Prlx de Rome and 
left for Italy. There he was taken with the order and 
solidity of the Greco-Roman Art and the Caravaggeschii 
light and shade*
He executed his most important works from 1782 to 
179*+. Many of the years of the Revolution were spent in 
political activity. After the fall of Robespierre (July 
27, 179*0 David was arrested and confined. He did not come 
into favor again until he became the offleal painter of 
Napoleon, He remained in this post until the Bourbon 
restoration when he was exiled from France. He found asylum 
in Brussels where he painted until his death in 1825*
As__Fragonard and the Old Order,
The Rocooo Age of Jean-Honore Fragonard began with 
the death of Louis XIV and the ascending to the throne of 
Louis XV and his Regent, Philip of Orleans. The Regent, 
tired of the court life of Versailles, strove for a ren­
aissance of the nobility. This was done by moving the Royal 
Court back to Paris and more or less dissolving the Court of 27
27Jean Leymarie, French Painting the Nineteenth 
Century ( vGenevei * Skira, 1962), p. 13.
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Versailles* He Introduced a new style in the way of life
of the upper classes and made a vogue of hedonism and 
28libertinism. After the Regent, both Louis XV and Louis 
XVI shunned ceremony and lived the elegant life of the 
upper French nobility.
The nobility regained its influence in the eighteenth 
century. The "four thousand families" of the court nobility
were the only ones who could attain the court offices, the
(
high ecclesiastical dignities, the commissioned ranks in the
army, the governours* posts and the royal pensions. Almost
29a quarter of the national budget went to them.
The edict of l?8l had excluded the middle class from 
the armyf the high ecclesiastical posts were also unavailable 
to them. This conflict of class rights underlies all of the 
eighteenth century until It was brought out into the open 
with the French Revolution. But until then the mood was 
one of the prosperous hedonism and dictated the type of art 
to be done.
The middle class of the anclen regime reached the 
zenith of its intellectual and material development under 
Louis XVI, They also produced and purchased the art and 
literature of the period. Voltaire was of the middle class; 
Bergeret, the patron of Fragonard, was also of the middle 
class. This and the ascendency of the hereditary nobility 
explain the inconsistency of the art movements of the 28
28Houser, o p. clt.. Ill, 6-7.
Ibid.. pp. 9-10.20
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eighteenth century. They wavered between tradition and
freedom, formalism and spontaneity, ornamentalism and
expression. When liberalism and emotionalism got the upper
hand, the ways divide even more sharply but the different
tendencies remained side by side. However, they underwent
a change in function, and classicism (which was a courtly
aristocratic style), became the vehicle of the ideas of the
30progressive middle class. The more naturalistic classical 
art was also more aoceptible to the broad mass of people.
The acceptance of classical art by the middle class 
leaves the nobility the less ideal, more romantic art of 
Fragonard and Boucher.
The fact that Fragonard was able to paint independently 
of the Academy and royal commissions Indicates the wealth 
that was available from private sources. Actually the 
artist before the Revolution had more freedom than the artist 
during the Revolution. David was to rely almost entirely on 
state commissions, while Fragonard had a large following 
Independent of the state.
Fragonard was often described as a painter of erotic 
scenes and certainly this applied to many of his paintings, 
but they do not form the majority of his works. He did not 
take up this genre until 1770. There is little doubt that 
Fragonard catered to the wide public that had a taste for 
this type of art. After Boucher's death they had nowhere 3
3°Ibid.. p. lb.
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else to get It.
Fragonard spent the few years after 1756 In Rome
studying at the French Academy. On his return to France
he worked on his Coresus and after 1769 made many quick
studies and oil sketches In the manner of the Dutch painter,
Franz Hals. Instead of taking his subjects from the common
man, however, he painted the nobility. A fine example of
one of these oil sketches was a portrait of the Abbl de Saint-
Hon (figure 3). The Abbe de Salnt-Non was the man who
really made Fragonard fashionable. He had Fragonard execute
some landscapes after the old masters as well as the portraits
33and continued to patronize him all his life.
In 1770 and for several years after, Fragonard became 
a decorative (boudoir) painter and with the death of Boucher 
received many commissions for this type of work. An example 
of the Influence the patrons exerted on Fragonard was Baron 
de Saint-Julien, who had given him precise instructions for 
the posing of each figure for his painting The Swing.
An example of Fragonard's dealing with the courtesans 
of the King was Madame du Barry's purohase of four over doors 
by him for Louveclennes* The Graces. Cupid setting the 
Universe Ablaze. Day, and Night. These paintings were 
intended for the old Chateau and were acquired before the 312*
31Thuillier and Chalelet, on. clt.» p. 2^9.
32Something of the mood of the age can be gotten from 
this portrait which shows the Abb^, a church man, looking 
more like a rakish soldier.
-^George Wildenstein, The Paintings of Fragonard 
(New Xorki Phaidon, I960), p'. 3^.
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construction by Ledoux of the new pavilion.
The Countess du Barry's opinion of these pictures
was probably high, for she ordered from Fragonard the Grasse
panels. The subject was in the spirit of the eighteenth
34century and was probably suggested by Madame du Barry.
These pictures were never installed, probably because
the countess would continually ask for a fresh start which
wearied Fragonard, Some maintain that the King considered
the subjects not treated in a sufficiently erotic manner.
Ledoux, not the countess, probably refused the paintings,
preferring a more antiquarian flavor, Fragonard was so
disturbed by this that he refused the 18,000 livres offered
35him and also refused to talk of the matter.
These dealings of Fragonard with the nobility and 
wealthiest classes show how hard it was to please an eigh­
teenth-century courtesan. That Fragonard was so successful 
shows the popularity of his work and style. With the 
Revolution, Fragonard's style would go completely out of 
fashion, indicating a definite change in mood.
B. David the Founder of Painting as a Modern Public Art 
The mood of the age in which Jacques-Louie David 
painted his most meaningful paintings was one of revolution 
and change. The words of Saint Just before the Convention 
in 1793 indicates the mood reflected in the events of the 345
34Ibid., pp. 16-1?.
35Ibid., pp. 17-18*
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Frenoh Revolution*
Soon the enlightened nations will put on trial 
those who have hitherto ruled over them. The Kings 
shall flee into the deserts, into the company of the 
wild beasts whom they resemble; and Nature 3hall 
resume her rights,36
The French Revolution’s goals changed as the fervor 
of Liberty gained ground, and the moderate Girondists were 
supplanted by the radical Jacobins finally leading to the 
Empire of Napoleon, This complete changing seems incon­
sistent but perhaps inconsistent fervor was the mood of the 
age,
Jacques-Louis David moved from the earliest mani­
festations of the Revolution to the Empire not only as a 
reflection but also as an active participant. The mood of 
the age was reflected very well in David's paintings. He 
was the diotator of the arts in France, He is the confidant 
and mouthpiece of the Revolutionary government in all matters 
of art. He was not only the artistic dictator, not only the 
authority of all artistic propaganda, he was the man to whom 
the Academy and museums were subject. He was the oreator of 
a revolution of his own, the "revolution Davldienne" which
37represented in some respects the founding of a modern art. 
David and the Revolution marked the beginning of a new age 
and the advancement of the one was intertwined with the other. 
David had created a public art for the western world. 36
36E.J. Hobsbsbawm, The Age of Revolution. 1789-1848 
(Cleveland* The World Publlshing Company, 19625, p. 53V
-^Houser, op, clt.. p. 148.
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In l?8*f David went to Italy to execute his last 
official commission for the King. The painting, The Oath 
of the Horatii (figure k) created a sensation when it was 
exhibited in 1 7 8 5. It answered the taste of a generation 
brought up on Plutarch and enthralled by Rousseau.3® He 
took his theme from a performance of Corneille’s play#
Horace. in the winter of 1782.
The Oath of the Horatii was executed in somber, yet 
richer colors than the majority of works by Fragonard, The 
composition was rigid like a frieze. The young Horatii were 
pictured taking an oath to their father to save Rome. The 
groupings were each framed by three background arches 
supported by simple Doric columns located at the far right.
The women were slumped and weeping in contrast to the heroic 
poses of the men*
This painting served an advanced herald of the 
revolution. The willingness of the Horatii to die for a 
cause was certainly In keeping with a growing new spirit.
The austere quality of the painting and its heroic 
subject matter could not have been misinterpreted as 
loyality to Louis XVI and his hedonistic court. It referred 
to the revolution, if not Intentionally, at least in spirit.
David's next painting, the Death of Socrates (figure 
5) is not Roman but Greek, perhaps to emphasize the importance 3
38Leymarle, op. olt., p* 15.
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of the philosophers and thinking man’s loyalty to ideals. 
Socrates had Just been given the hemlock and apparently 
continued his conversation even though he had to die. He 
died for his ideals without regret. The followers of 
Socrates were brooding at his decision, but none tried to 
stop him. His was a sacrifice to ideals— it had to be done.
The settings (as in the Horatii) were Roman, not Greek as 
David intended, which may be explained by David’s never 
having visited Greece and in consequence he relyed entirely 
on Roman examples for his reference to classical architecture.
These two paintings, the Horatii and Socrates. were 
the embodiment of the spirit in Paris immediately preceding 
the Revolution. The idea of dying for one’s beliefs, for 
one’s cause, was revolutionary when compered to the hedonism 
of Fragonard and the decades preceding the Revolution.
The last picture he painted under royalist patronage 
was for the Due dArtois (later Charles X) and is called the 
Love of Paris and Helen. This painting still reflected the 
old ideal of classicism. Its subject and manner were probably 
dictated to him, for unlike his two earlier works or his later 
works, it reflected nothing of the age.
In 1789* the year of the Revolution, David painted 
Brutus and the Bringing Home of the Bodies of His Sons. Brutus, 
the founder of the Roman Republic, had driven out the kings and
allowed his own sons to be killed for betraying the Republic.
3 0David, a former pentlonnalre du rol. sent this painting to 39
39Painter for the King
an exhibition sponsored by the King, where it created a
U 0tremendous sensation.
The Brutus painting was less significant artistically
than it was politically. This painting as well as the
Horatli and the Socrates set the tone of style for the
Revolution which was about to commence. Delecluze, a pupil
of David, writes that the fashions of the Revolution were
decisively influenced by the details of this picture. The
Roman ideal of David had become the ideal of the people, A
contemporary of David*8 wrote*
Through his Brutus as through his Horatli. David 
talks to the people more directly and more clearly 
than all the inflammatory writers whom the regime has 
confiscated and burned.^
It was no wonder that David became the painter of the 
Revolution. This popularity also accounted for his being 
able to live through the different phases of that Revolution. 
He was indeed the visual embodiment of the French Revolution.
During the course of the Revolution David painted 
very little, being too Involved with the events of the day.
He was among those who voted for Louis XVI*s execution and 
was a personal friend of Robespierre and Marat.
In the fall of 1790 David was commissioned to paint 
The Tennis Court Oath (figure 6). This was a representation *42
4°Walter Frledlaender, David to Delacroix (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts* Harvard University Press, 19035, p. 18.
Ibid., p. 19.
42Ibld.
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of the oath of June 20, 1789* sworn by the "third estate," 
which was the opening act of the Revolution, This was to 
be a realistic representation of a contemporary event in 
contemporary dress, a quite revolutionary concept in official 
art. The painting was never finished but a full size sketch 
remains as well as many preliminary drawings and paintings.
In all these sketches David was trying to show the fervor 
and excitement of this solemn oath. There is a great crowd 
in the hall, all in gestures signifying an oath. The oath 
in David’s work is recurrent. It was in the Horatll and 
appeared again under Napoleon, The Tennis Court Oath was 
probably one of the most significant commissions of the 
century and shows the complete shift in mood from the 
commissions Fragonard executed. It was commissioned by the 
direct representatives of the people.
No one but David, "the author of the Brutus and the 
Horatii, this patriotic Frenchman, whose genius foreshadowed 
the Revolution," could have been chosen by the National 
Assembly to execute this painting,
David’s most significant works artistically, and con­
ceptually, were his three "Martyr" paintings. The first was 
of Lepeletier de Saint-Fargeau, who was murdered early in 
1793 by a counter revolutionary. This painting has been 
lost, and only an engraving of it remains. It appeared to 
rank favorably with David’s greatest masterpiece The Death
^3
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IbM., p. 23
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of Marat (figure 7).
The fervor of the time is illustrated in Marat's
assassination which so moved David. Karat was one of the
leading Jacobins trying to "purify” the National Convention.
He was killed in his bath on May 31» 179^ by Charlotte
Corday. Marat is quoted as saying* "Unable to corrupt
they have assassinated mel"^ There was a sudden wave of
Marat worship. He was likened to Christ. Several portraits
were made of the dead Marat. An engraving by Verese, for
which Marat's death mask served as the model, and David's
45painting are most noted.
The funeral of Marat was held on August 10, the
anniversary of the storming of the citadel. The entire
pageant was completely arranged by David who was in charge
46of a'i pageants until the fall of Robespierre.
The Marat was the best of David's paintings. It had 
the simplicity of excellent composition admired by every 
painter. The colors are acidic greens, browns, and reddish 
tints. The figure of Marat was all at once the symbol of 
liberty, martyrdom, and pathos. This was the most moving 
of all the art to come from the French Revolution and was
Ernest F. Henderson, Symbol and Satire in the French 
Revolution (New York* G.P, Putnam's Sons, 1912), p. 350*
^Ibld.
46Ibid.. p, 357* David's instructions are completely 
reproduced and illustrated. Suffice it to say the ceremony 
was as grand as any of Napoleon's. This shows the grandeur 
needed to defend the "terror" to the people. The Empire is 
a logical step from this kind of an affair.
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widely acclaimed by the masses.
David speaks of his representation of Marat in the 
following manner*
I found him In a striking pose. Next to him 
was a block of wood, on which were paper and ink. Out 
of the bathtub his hand wrote down his last thoughts 
for the good of the people. . .1 thought It would be 
interesting to show.him in the attitude In which I 
had discovered him, '
This visit was on the day before Marat*s desth and demon­
strated the personal Involvement David had in this painting.
With the Pall of Robespierre, whom he had defended, 
David fell out of favor and withdrew from public life. He 
was spared only because of his popularity. During this 
period he painted the Rape of the Sabines in his finest 
manner, depicting the battle between Romulus and the Sabines. 
He once again returned to the Homan example, this time the 
founding of Rome. He finished the painting in 1799. This 
painting restored David's fame and prompted General Bonaparte 
to commission a portrait, Napoleon at St. Bernard. This 
painting was the model for all grand portraits to come and 
predicted the Empire as his Horatll had the Revolution.
Under Napoleon David was named premier palntre of 
the Empire. He was once again given the most important 
commissions. He was commissioned to do four paintings for 
Napoleon. Only two were completed; the Distribution of 
Eagles and Napoleon Crowning Josephine (figure 8).
Napoleon Crowning Josephine was worked out with great 47
47Friedlaender, op. clt.. p. 24,
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oare. David sketched the scene from a place of honor at 
the coronation and then did portraits of each individual.
He had to combine all these people in a meaningful com­
position and suceeded very effectively considering the 
complex limitations.
He was very carefully censored by Napoleon himself, 
who had to approve every figure. The most common example 
of this censorship was the depiction of the crowning of 
Josephine. The original painting showed Napoleon taking 
the crown from the Pope and crowning himself. Napoleon 
thought this would be in bad taste, so the painting was 
changed.
The mood had changed in Prance and David’s mood 
evolved with the peoples'. With the final fall of Napoleon, 
David was exiled, but Louis XVIII did not dare destroy his 
works so, they were given to David and his family.
The mood of Prance had certainly changed from the 
1770*s when Fragonard was at his greatest popularity, unt^l 
the 1780's and the Revolution. This change in mood is shown 
best by looking at the paintings of Fragonard in comparison 
to David's. The most striking thing is that there is little 
ground for comparison. Each represents an entirely different 
world.
It is not so much a difference in personalities. In 
1789 Fragonard seemed to have been in sympathy with the 
Revolution. His good citizenship was demonstrated by his
35
wife*s gifts of her jewels to the Assembly. Fragonard 
was allowed to stay In the Louvre until 1799 when he was 
forced out. But his art was long since outdated by David's. 
There was very little public sympathy for him. In fact 
the public was almost completely unaware of. him. His age 
had passed. It never returned even with the Restoration. 
David was exiled but he was always remembered fondly as the 
visual embodiment of the Revolution and the Empire. Clas­
sicism was never the same before David or after him. His 
art was a transition of an age just as the Revolution was 
the transition of an age. David was a giant in public art 
and with the end of the empire great public art ended until 
the twentieth century. 48
48Wlldenstein, op. cit.. p. 31* This may explain why 
Fragonard was not accused of painting "erotic subjects" and 
why David was able to help him as much as he did.
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CHAPTER III
PAINTING AS A PUBLIC ART
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
In the twentieth century the idea of a mass public 
art was experimented with by artists in many countries.
Some of the experiments are still going on today.
Yet most of them began in the early 1930*s and ended with 
World War II. The first and most significant of the ex­
periments was begun under the new Soviet government of 
Russia beginning in 1918* Other major experiments took 
place in Nazi Germany and the United States. Both of these 
developed in the 1930's beginning in early 1933 or 193^.
At the same time the Soviet art program under Stalin took 
on the same totalitarian characteristics as the wholly 
dictatorial program of the Nazis.
The most significant revival of mural painting based 
on art of the people was in Mexico between 1920 and 1925. 
Only the Russian and Mexican programs remain operative 
today.
All of the public art programs could look to the 
Russians as the first to take a public art to all the 
masses•
Lt__Public Painting In Russia
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To the artist in Russia the Revolution of October 
191? signaled the extermination of the old order and the 
introduction of a new industrial order. Futurist*s con­
sidered the Revolution to be a reflection of their artistic
revolution and soon began organizing the entire artistic
9life of the country.
Early Bolshevist art was divided into three distinct
periods. The first was the period of protest. There was
a protest of the young against the old, the hungry against
the prosperous and successful. The first yeer of the
Bolshevist Revolution saw the creation of a feverish and
Intensive art movement of the "Left," This group was
dominated by the futurists and cubists and to their hands
passed the control of the art museums and subsity money.
Millions of rubles were given to the artists in the first
year. They were to do about one hundred portrait busts
50and decorate Moscow and Petrograd.
The Bolshevist government had second thoughts about 
the art of the "Left" with its tendencies towards futurism 
and cubism. In 1919 Kameneff, President of the Moscow 
Soviet, stated the views of the majority of the Bolsheviks:
^Camilla Gray, The Great Experiment: Russian Art. 
1863-1922 (London: Thames and Hudson, 19o2), p. 215.
^°Boris Sokoloff, "Art In Soviet Russia," American 
Review of Reviews, LXIV, Sept. 1921, 322-32**-.
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Enough of this clownish performance* The 
worker-peasant government must decisively stop 
the support which is given all kinds of futurists, 
cubists, and imaginists— all these contortionists—  
they are not proletarian artists and their art is 
not ours. They are the products of bourgeois 
degeneration. We want a real proletarian art, 
comprehensible to workmen and peasants, such as 
is near and dear to them. Such art we must 
create, and we will create.51
This reaction to "bourgeoise" art took all monetary
support away from the "Left.** Support was transferred to
those artists who were ready to paint placards and posters,
52who were Imbued with the practical spirit of the time.
The Soviet government attempted to create its own 
art. It brought back a return to naturalism in art, com­
bining it with the primitiveness of the poster.
In 1920 the second phase of Soviet art was pro­
nounced a failure and the "Proletcults" which were to
53have established a proletariat art were abolished.
Art took on the modernist tendencies again after 
1920 and art schools were reopened with academicians 
permitted to teach* There was an emphasis on the modernists 
Idea of linking Industry with art. In several western 
cities in Russia workmen built monuments out of junked 
machinery. The schools taught classes in Cezanne, cubism, 
and abstract painting. The modernists and futurists still 5123
51Ibld.. p. 323.
52Ibid., p. 32^.
53Ibld.
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had a hold on Russian art after 1920.^
The paintings done took on an appearance of futurism 
or cuMsm. The brush strokes and colors shattered the images 
and much of it took on the appearance of the German Expres­
sionists work with cubism*
In painting Kasimir Malevich became the leader of a 
group which worked with a style called Suprematism. It was 
based on the idea of the square and of pure color. In 
Malevich’s paintings color and shape were all that mattered. 
After his painting White on White. Malevich announced the
end of Suprematism because painting had reached its historical
55conclusion.
In the early 1920’s the public art of Soviet Russia 
turned away from painting to a more all encompassing view 
of art. The art was Intended to be utilitarian and use 
all the materials of industry in the forms of sculpture or 
assemblages* The leading representative of this movement 
was Vladimir Tatlin of Petrograd. Tatlin created several 
monuments of iron, copper, tin, wood, wire, and rope, etc. 
using the forms of the materials in an interelationshipi
The new art was taught to students primarily in the 
art schools of Moscow. These schools were free to promising 
painters and were run by elected heads. Each student was 
given a private studio after a period of general instruction. *
-^Elie Ehrenbourg, "Soviet Art in all its Glory," 
Literary Digest. October 14, 1922, p. 34,
55Qray, op, clt.. p. 282.
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Students were also given food and materials.^
In the early part of the Revolution painting was
not considered important, but the attitudes towards art
did Influence later Soviet painting*
Leon Trotsky wrote In 1924 that art should not
reproduce or glorify the revolution but It should become
new and vital and grow out of the revolution. He said that
as great as it would be to clothe and feed all men this
would still not signal a complete victory of socialism.
Only a forward move of scientific thought on 
the part of the whole people and the development 
of a new art would mean that the historical grain 
had not only put out a stem but had also given a 
flower. In this sense the development of art is 
the highest test of the vitality and significance 
of each epoch.57
Trotsky also felt that for such an art to develop
all adversities that then plagued Russia would have to be
done away with. He did not expect a meaningful public art
58until the whole of society was prosperous and educated.
In the later 1920*s there began an evolution back to 
a more realistic painting technique and social realism became 
more prominant. The trend in that direction was demonstrated 
in an art show the Soviet Union sent to the United States in 
1929.
That” exhibition of contemporary Soviet art was held 56*8
56J "The New Art of Bolshevik Russia", Current Opinion. 
LXXII, February 1922, 240-241.
^^Leon Trotsky, "Trotsky*s Views on Art," Freeman. 
VIII, No. 203, January 1924, 486.
58Ibld.
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at the Grand. Central Palace in New York. The emphasis of 
these paintings was primarily away from cubism and towards 
naturalism. Most of the works were done by peasant crafts­
men and did show a high degree of competence. The works 
exhibited were not monumental but were done for the public.
It seemed to prophesy the style of people's art that would 
dominate the United States in the 1930*s, 7
It was the beginning of Social Realism as the new art 
of the Russian people. It also had given the artist a place 
in the real society. An artist who was one of the people 
was more capable of producing a people's art they understood.
The Bolshevik Revolution abolished the romantic idea 
of an artist bohemian. The starving artists that were found 
in Europe and the United States during the depression from
1929 onward, were not found in the Soviet Union. The
60starving artist was nonexistent in Russia. He was replaced 
by the artist as a public agent who actively participated in 
the social life of which he formed an Integral part.
While the schools and styles changed from 1918 to 
1932 all the artists involved proclaimed unequivocally 
their complete adherence to the revolution and their part 
in the creation of a new Socialist society.^
There was in Russia a real people's art and the artists *60
^'"Soviet Art Rejoices at New Freedom," Literary Digest. 
February 23, 1929» PP. 22-23.
60Louis Lozowich, "Soviet Artists no Bohemians," 
Literary Digest. September 1?, 1932, pp. 15-16.
6lIbld.
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were people’s artists. They were not separate from their
society but worked for the same goals as all the members
of that society. /The artists were members of a trade-union
together with printers, textile designers, and workers in
other allied trades. The artist also carried unemployment,
sickness, and accident insurance which was paid by the
institutions which employed them. They received two week’s
62or a month’s vacation with pay.
There was always plenty of poster work and illustra­
tions for the artists to do aside from their easel work.
All work was done under a contract or collective agreement 
for a specific period and compensation. The compensation 
ranged from between 200 and 360 rubles a month. The artists 
were also allowed to hold more than one job, and Incomes up 
to over a thousand rubles were not unknown. ^
Many artists were under a year's contract with 
Izogls (Art Section of State Publishing House) to complete 
four easel paintings and ten sketches, on a given theme. 
These works were reproduced and sold throughout the country. 
The artist was permitted to keep the originals to do with
as he wished and was paid a royalty on second printings of 
64reproductions.
The artist was granted the goal of all workers, that 
of security. The artists did not have to work for these
62Ibld.
63Ibld.
6̂ Ibld.
specific contracts but could work by himself and sell his 
work. There was almost no buying public for this type 
of work because a worker could not afford the price of a 
painting. Artists occasionally were declared "people’s 
artists" and were given a pension sufficient to keep them 
in comfort.65 6
Subject matter was not dictated except as a theme 
for specific contracts. Much of the work accomplished was 
in the style of social realism which was, while not required, 
generally the best accepted form of painting by the working 
classes•
There were no legal restrictions on subject matter 
but Soviet critical opinion was opposed to "neutral art" 
as a "snare and delusion of bourgeois Ideology." Sovieti
critics were aware that this type of a crltetia could lead 
to abuse and repeatedly attacked shoddy work, recalling
Lenin*s injunction about the working class deserving a. 66great art.
The working class was given "a great art" by a few 
of the most talented Social realists to come out of the 
Soviet Union’s first school of painting.
An artist of noticeable merit and popularity in 
Russia was A.A. Delneka.
65Ibld.. p. 1 6.
66Ibld.
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In 1928 A.A. Deineka painted a large canvas called
Defense of Petrograd (figvire 9). This painting demon­
strates some of the creative possibilities a public artist 
has in a society that does not limit his visual means,
Deineka has created a vitality and rhythm by using a two* 
layered composition with near silhouetted figures marching 
in opposite directions* The background is sparse and the 
painting served as a powerful testimony to the people of 
Russia and their revolutionary history.
Some of the involvement of an artist that is necessary 
for a public painter to produce a meaningful work became 
apparent when Deineka described how he produced the painting 
Defense.of,. Petrograd s
I think it’s pretty much a secret how an artist 
paints his picture— an equation of some unknown 
components. Every picture has its social background.
I myself was a participant in the Civil War and some 
of the figures in this painting were portraits of 
real people I knew who also were fighting. I was 
especially interested In the siege of Petrograd 
because I was deeply impressed by the heroism of 
the people there. .
Deineka had made a sincere and moving painting which 
represented the real feelings of the people. He made it 
with no compromise to his integrity. It was people’s art.
Another painting from about the same period should 
rank as one of the masterpieces of painting along with 
David* s Marat. The painting was done by Isaac Brodsky
^Katherine Kuh, "Art in the Soviet Union,” The 
Saturday Review. August 24, 19&3» PP» 17-22.
in 1930 and was called Lenin in the Smolny Institute (figure 
10). The painting is a portrait of Lenin sitting in a 
draped chair in an empty room with other chairs and a 
table. He is sitting quietly, writing a letter or notes 
for a speeoh, newspapers were scattered on the desk as if 
he had been following the news of the day. The technique 
is almost photographic in its clarity. It is social realism
at its best. The mood of the painting is one of a quietness
of thought. There can be no doubt that this humble man In
the chair is also a great man, almost a holy man. The
Russian people loved Lenin. Isaac Brodsky chose to show 
Lenin in an informal pose, not the usual pose of power, but 
a pose in which the people could share intimately the empty 
room in which he sits. The viewer could feel he was with 
Lenin in the Smolny Institute at the height of the Revolu­
tion and was afraid to speak for fear of startling Lenin’s 
meditations. The folds in the ohair transfer the viewer 
to another world, a world of ultimate peace.
Brodsky had taken realism and made from it a fine 
painting, a painting which would be a credit to any artist.
The paintings by Brodsky and Deineka were done in 
relative freedom and their main objective was to please the 
people. All through the thirties this freedom began to 
disappear and the personal will of Joseph Stalin began to 
make art a state art rather than a people's art.
By 1937* Joseph Stalin had gained complete control of 
the art in Russia. With this new wave of totalitarianism
46
public art became merely propaganda. Artists who would 
not cooperate with the government were suppressed. The 
artists who did cooperate continued to receive benefits
 ̂ v 68and work.
In September, 1938, Izvestla. an official government 
newspaper, declared that Soviet art must be purified of 
its "decadent modernistic influences" and advised artists 
to look to the old masters*
Neither French impressionism, nor post- 
impressionism, nor bourgeois romanticism in the 
art of the French Revolution, nor the spirit of 
the eighteenth century painting can harmonize 
with Soviet art*69
The art of the Soviet Union became mediocre pro­
paganda during the course of Stalin’s reigme.
The control exercised on the artists since then is 
best demonstrated by a painting by A.A. Deineka (who 
produced the Defense of Fetrograd in 1928) done in 1961 
entitled Cosmos Explorers (figure 11). The painting was 
done in the slick commercial style of social realism that 
has been since Stalin. Deineka, who was a vital and exciting 
painter in 1928, has become a slick illustrator of government 
propaganda•
In the late 1950*s public artists in Russia had 
begun to take on a freer attitude toward different styles of 
art.
ZQ
V.F. Calverton, "The Cultural Barometer," Current 
History. XLVIII, October 1937, pp. 82-83.
69Ibld., XIIX, November 1938, p. 49.
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In February, 19&3* Premier Nikita Khrushchev set
back the avant-garde movement in Russian public art by
denouncing modern art. The new liberalism had only begun
to flourish again in the late 1950*a after the suppression
70of art by Stalin. The Important differences about the 
denounciation as compared with the early ones by Stalin 
was that the public discussed it afterwards. The public 
in Russia was aware of art. This was an important advance 
for public art. The paintings In question were much In the 
same manner of the works completed in the early twenties.
Russian artists were still swayed by the pronounce­
ments of their leader in 19&3* but not nearly as much as 
they were in 1938. The avant-garde painters were not notably 
punished and continued to work.
In 1965» the tightening of painting control by the 
state under Khrushchev ended. The new more democratic 
government seemed to be less opinionated than the powerful 
Khrushchev.
An exhibition of work by the painters of the Russian 
Federation in Moscow in 19&5 showed the progress made In 
public painting. While much of the work was of the usual 
Soviet commercial looking style, there was one outstanding 
work. This was a triptych by Geli Korshev entitled,
Scared by the Flames of War. Korshev Is one of the modern 
young Russian painters who have an aversion for slick art.
^"All Moscow Sounds Off After K. Chews Out Modern 
Art," Life* February 22, 1963* pp. 41-43.
The new public painters of Russia were concerned with the
brushwork of the paint and the personalities of the people 
71they depict.
The paintings for the "War" triptych by Korshev 
were done in a monumental soale. The hand of the woman in 
the central panel (figure 12) appears approximately the 
size of a standing adult. The panels must be over 7 feet 
high and form an impressive group. The panel to the right 
is a head and shoulders portrait of a dignified soldier 
peasant missing one eye. The left panel was done of a 
blind musician and Included his head and one hand with a 
few keys of an aocordian. The panel of the soldier appears 
quiet with little emotion except that implied by the rich 
subdued shades of ochres and sienas and yellows. It was a 
sincere portrait of a man with one eye done on a monumental 
scale. The musician was emotionally involved in his music 
and appears almost in a trance. All of the panels were 
done in a reallstlo manner relying on color and paint tex­
ture as well as the faces and hands of the subjects to pre-
sent the mood. The center panel of an older mother is the
most striking. The composition was done as a large tri­
angular shape on a plain textured background. The colors are 
more somber than the other two panels but are very rich.
^Alexander Baigushev, "New Trends in Art," Soviet 
Life. No. 10 (109), October 196^, pp. 28-35.
The overall tone Is one of burnt umbers and greys. The
painting is especially significant because of the high 
degree of technical skill combined with the real sen­
sitivity too often lacking in modern public painting in 
Russia.
The Russians have a society In which a meaningful 
form of painting could become a fine public art. The work 
of a few Russian painters has begun to surpass "commercial* 
paintings which have come to typify Russian public painting.
AfrteBEfc.
Another state which attempted to create a public
art was Mail Germany. The Nazis and Adolf Hitler realised
the importance of a people’s art In the building of a new
society. Nazi art, unlike Russian art, chose to limit the
artist to realism and accepted idioms immediately. Adolf
Hitler took personal control of art in Germany and began
passing judgments on artists according to race.
The Nazi art program was especially significant
because it did not grow out of a specific desire by the
people, but from realism. The Nazis believed all the great
art of history had been done by the superior Nordic race.
This race was the blond, blue-eyed Germans. The Nazis
thought that the great Nordic race needed a great art, an
72art based on stability, classicism, and realism.
72Hellmut Lehmann-Haupt, & Q n d f r  a 
(New forks Oxford University Press, 195*0* pp. 3?-^*
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The Nazi art program was clearly discernible In three 
different stages of development. The first was In con­
junction with Hitler’s rise to power and ended in 1933 
when he became Chancellor of the Reich, It wae during this
period that the divergent tendencies were forged together
7*5and an official doctrine was codified*''
In the second period, which ran from 1933 to 1937»
the laws were written and passed. The organizational
7kmachinery was set up and public works were begun.
The third period began in 1937 and ran to the end of 
the war and Hitler’s programs. It was characterized by a
75tightening of policy and a great deal of accelerated work.
The three stages of Nazi art indicate the growth of
Hitler’s personal control of all German art as a commodity
of his personal state, The art of the Nazi’s professed
itself to be an art of the people.
In July, 1937• Hitler addressed 30,000 Nazis at the
opening of a new House of German Art, He saldi
Works of art that cannot be understood but need 
a swollen set of instructions to prove their right 
to exist and find their way to neurotic , * « will no 
longer find the road by which they can reach the 
German nation open,,,. If they really paint In this 
manner these unhappy persons should be dealt with 
In the department of Ministry of the Interior where 
sterilization of the Insane Is dealt with, • , •
73Ibid.. p. 63,
74Ibid.
75Ibld.. p, 63.
"Critic Hitler," Time. July 26, 1937* P. 86,
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Hitler had stated that the art of Germany would be
understood by all the people. He also set up fantastically
strict punishments for any art production not approved by
him. The art was of a type easily accepted by the public
but had little artistic quality. It consisted of portraits
77of generals, landscapes, and family groups (figure 13).
Something of Hitler*s attitude towards a real people’s 
art which was based on the idea of public support and approval 
could be gathered from his speech of December, 1938. The 
speech was given to the Second Official Exhibit of Arch­
itecture Arts and Crafts. Hitler praised the diligence 
showed by the artists involved and then said*
These works are not exhibited in order first 
to draw conclusions about the possibility of their 
execution from the Judgment by the public, but to 
show to the people, namely to the artists as well 
as to the patrons and the broad masses, those works 
which, destined to be built, are already being 
executed or are completed,
Hitler and his staff had set themselves up as dictators 
of art. The art of Nazi Germany was not a people*s art but 
an Imposed- state art for the public.
C. Public Art in the United States
In the L;30*a the United States experienced a social 
revolution, the Eco.^evelt Revolution. The people of the 
United States had elected a man in 1932 who promised to
^Lehmann-Haupt, op. clt.. p. 86. 
78Ibld.. p. 5b,
remember the "forgotten man." The New Deal offered aid 
directly to the unemployed and America had begun a new 
era.
In this new era there was a need for an art for the
people. The United States had joined the powers of Russia
and Germany In declaring a need for art among their citizens.
The organization of the public art program in the
United States was based on a democratic idea and showed
no favoritism. It employed all artists without a Job and
made no major demands on the type of work to be done.
The United States created a program for public art.
The Public Works of Art Project was organized In December,
1933* under the Treasury Department. Its purposes were to
employ artists to produoe art works which would be owned
by the federal government and used to decorate government
buildings. The Section was to spend one per cent of the
building program allocations In decorating the buildings
constructed through the wisest selection of the best artists 
80of the oountry.
The general work of the Section of Pine Arts, later 
functional under the Federal Works Agency, was to decorate 
public buildings. This was not a relief measure but was a 
concerted effort on the part of the United States government 
to bring art to the public. By 19^0, the Section had 
completed 951 mural or sculptural decorations of 821
80Ibid., p. 329.
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buildings in 777 different cities. The Section had 
employed 600 artists of which 208 were working in 1940.
The murals and sculptures averaged a cost of $1,438.00 
apiece. All of the money used for art would have been 
spent on marble trimmings or other decorations if murals
O 1would not have been placed in their stead. Some 28 
mural decorations and sculpture projects had been pre­
viously commissioned by Justice, Post Office, and Interior 
buildings in Washington D.C* All of the other commissions 
were the result of anonymous competition. The choice 
of artists by competitions eliminated most of the pos­
sibilities for graft. '
With the founding of the Public Works of Art Project 
there was a good deal of fear among those in authority in 
the art world that "modern" art would be bought. The 
Baltimore Sun said that* "these artists are natural 
Bolsheviki
Harry W. Watrous, President of the National Academy 
of Design was fearful that the project revealed "an
82atmosphere of exploitation of so called ’modern art*".
The critics of the Public Works of Art Project and 
the Section of Arts actually had little to fear from the 
"modern" artists. The Depression had ended the dominance
8libia.
®^"What Price Public Art," Literary Digest.
January 27» 1934, p. 20.
of the French school of modern art In the United States. 
Painters like Thomas Hart Benton who worked on the mural 
projects came from the American reglonalist school working 
with social realism. Benton produced significant murals 
with western and social motifs. Something of his style, 
which was perhaps the best of the 1930 American mural 
painters, can be seen in his mural Arts of the West (figure 
1*0 done In 1932 or his painting July Hay (figure 15) done 
in 1943. Both show the type of realism and regionalism 
encouraged by the Section of Fine Arts. The theme of the 
entile Public Works of Art Project was the native scene.
The Arts of the West illustrates the system used in 
the best of the American murals. Benton has pictured many 
of the skills of the West juxtaposing them to a card game. 
One gets the feeling these events were in the memory of 
the men playing cards. For the rural American this was 
people’s art; it represented the every-day activities of 
the western cowboy. Benton also represented the western 
farmer as in July Hay. He was one of the best American 
public artists to come from the 1930*s.
With the passage of the Emergency Relief Appro­
priation Act of 1935* President Franklin D. Roosevelt was 
authorized to spend a large 9um of money as he saw fit.
He organized the Works Progress Administration. The Works 
Progress Administration’s Federal Art Project was directed 
by Holger Cahill and gave Jobs to unemployed artists. The 
accomplishments of the Federal Art Project in the area of
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painting was numerically much greater than that of the 
Section of Fine Arts. At its peak the Federal Art Project 
employed as many as 5»300 artists and by 19*1-0 had completed 
over 1,400 murals and 50,000 oil paintings. The murals 
decorated public buildings throughout the country and the 
paintings were allocated on permanent loans to schools,
8 * i
libraries, hospitals, and other public agencies.
The Federal Art Project which later beoame the Works
Progress Administration Art Project had employed jobless
artists. The capabilities of these artists has often been
doubted and indeed little significant art was produced.
There were some talented artists employed by the Works
Progress Administration. They Included men like, Stuart
Davis, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, William De Kooning, and Jackson 
84Pollock.
It was significant that the few painters of the Works 
Progress Administration to be considered important in their 
later careers never tried to create a great peoples painting. 
They worked in the European manner which in the United States 
became abstract expressionism. With only these few really 
creative artists in the program it was no wonder that the 
quality of the work produced was to be so low.
In commenting on the quality of art work done Roosevelt
said:
®^Biddle, on. olt.. p. 333.
84William E. Leuchtenberg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
the New Deal. 1932*1940 (New York* Harper and Row, 1963)* 
p."12 8.
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• . .Some of it good, some of it not so good, 
but all of it native, human, eager, and alive— all 
of it painted by their own kind in their own country, 
and painted about things that they know and look at 
often and have touched and loved.°5
Paintings produced were not remarkable in their 
quality, but they were American paintings produced by 
American people for American people to view. It seems 
strange that a long lasting American art did not grow 
out of the Works Progress Administration, but painters 
were employed and painters were working on an art form 
for the public.
The Works Progress Administration Art Project
rarely established standards for its artists which could
explain the low quality of work produced. The lack of
censorship did give thousands a chance to create as they
saw fit. It was a golden opportunity for American painters
86who would otherwise have been unable to produce.0
One of the most significant steps made towards 
bringing art to the masses was the establishment of over 
?0 community art centers after 1935* Most of the art 
centers were in the southern, middle, and western states 
where people had had few opportunities to enjoy art. Along 
with the art centers the Works Progress Administration 
organized travelling art shows to those centers. In a Utah
85Ibld.
86Biddle, op. olt.. p. 335.
town of 2 ,70 0 some 3*017 people visited an art show, '
The support given to the local projects by the people 
indicated their desire for an art form with which they could 
identify.
An idea of the extensiveness of the art center 
program could be seen in the Melrose Art Center in Melrose, 
New Mexico (figure 16). The Works Progress Administration 
converted a false-front store in this small village to 
give the people a chance to view and create art. It was 
the most extensive campaign to bring art to the people 
since the programs of the Russian Revolution.
Besides the work of the New Deal in the area of artist 
relief, the-r*e was a great deal done In art education through 
the National Youth Administration, The National Youth 
Administration employed over hf000 workers In arts and 
crafts. Its function was to teach new crafts to young 
people and it was not basically a people’s art program.
The overall art project of the federal government 
was hampered by jealousy between the different programs 
and the artists working on them. If an artist in the Works 
Progress Administration would win a commission in the 
Section of Pine Arts, he would have to leave the Works 
Progress Administration. Often when the commission would 
be finished, the artists would have to return to the
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Works Progress Administration. The Works Progress Admin­
istration was also unable to employ professional,artists
88for major mural decorations unless they were unemployed.
This competition and red tape could explain how much of the 
art produced was of less than high standards.
Some of the programs survived World War II. One of 
the last murals done for a public building was done by 
Anton Hefregier in 19^7• It was a mural titled Fire 1906 
(figure 1?) for the Rincon Annex Post Office in San Fran­
cisco, California.
This mural was actually of no better quality than 
some of the poor Soviet public art. This could explain why 
the project soon discontinued. The major reason for the 
ending of all the federal art projects was economy in the 
the government. The United States had tried a brief exper­
iment with public art. Much of the work done was of inferior 
quality but it was a beginning* The mural painting had a 
great promise for making painting a great public art. The 
program did not last long enough for significant talents to 
develop but it did give America a point of reference from 
which to build future public art programs,
0. Mexican Public Murals
One of the most significant public art movements 
of the twentieth century came with the great Mexican 
Revolution of 1910. A period of civil war was finally
B8Ibld.. p. 337.
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stopped when a recognized constitutionalist government 
under Venustiano Carranza in 1915 was organized. After 
Carranza*s assassination in 1920 General Obregon was 
elected as his successor• There followed a period of 
internal solidification and development. The new con* 
stitutlon provided for the popular land distribution 
program wanted by the Mexican masses. With the emphasis 
on the Mexican people there came an emphasis on a new 
art form of the Mexican people, mural painting.
In 1922 the newly organized Syndicate of Technical 
Workers, Painters, and Sculptors issued its manifesto.
They proclaimed their support of the laborers and Indian 
soldiers who so heroically had freed themselves. They 
then said*
Not only the noble labor but even the smallest 
manifestations of the material or spiritual vitality 
of our race spring from our native midst. Its 
admirable, exceptional, and peculiar ability to create 
beauty— the art of the Mexican people— is the highest 
and greatest spiritual expression of the world* tradition which constitutes our most valued heritage.
It is great because it surges from the people| it is 
collective, and our own aesthetic aim is to socialize 
artistic expression, to destroy bourgeois individua­
lism.We hail the monumental expression of art because such art is public property.®9
Mexican art had declared Itself to be an art of the 
people, not Just for them but of them. This was the 
greatest single step towards a significant organization
59
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(Minneapoliss University of Minnesota Press, 19591, p. 31*
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which could produce a real art of the people.
In 1921 a group of young painters began to 
experiment with fresco and encaustic painting in the 
National Prepatory School. The group included Jean 
Chariot, Pernando Leal, Ferman Revueltas, and others.
They were Joined by Jose Clemente Orozco, Diego Rivera, 
and David Alfaro Siqueiros. They were accorded complete 
freedom in their art. There was but one limitation and
that was that the art be Mexican. They were not limited
onto any schedule and were paid a regular daily wage.^
There was a great deal of enthusiastic work by 
the group, but differences of doctrine soon developed 
between the more communistic Siqueiros and the moderate 
Rivera, The Syndicate as a united group began to disin­
tegrate under these two conflicting doctlnes. From 192^ 
on, Rivera with government support, was the dominating
91figure in Mexican official art.
Orozco, Rivera, and Siqueiros were the most dominant 
figures of Mexican mural painting. They took visual ideas 
from Mexican life and created new forms. The paintings 
and their points of view were all directed toward a con­
tact with the people,
Jose Clemente Orozco understood the people and was 
understood by them. It was within the framework of this
9QIbld.. pp. 35-36.
91Ibid., p. 37.
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mutual understanding that Orozco developed his murals.
He was to provide the point of departure for the great
92murals to follow.
Orozco produced many great murals of remarkable 
vitality and size. An idea of the type and quality of 
his work can be obtained fro® considering some of his 
earlier works. An example of his dlsallusionment through 
visual statements can be illustrated by three panels done 
In 1923« The panels were Christ Chopping Down His Own 
Cross (later partially removed), The Rich Banquet While 
Workers Quarrel, (figure 18), and The Trinity. These 
works illustrate the folly of the workers quarrelling 
among themselves. The Trinity shows a revolutionary 
soldier blinded by his own red banner suppressing workers 
and peasants; the trinity was no longer united. In The 
Rich Banquet While Workers Quarrel, he uses a different 
form of visual language. The people become characters 
vividly showing the merriment of the rich and the bitterness 
of the workers. The social comment in this work was obvious 
and it could not have been difficult for anyone to under­
stand Orozcofs message.
Orozco fell from official favor in 1924 because of 
his criticism of the bourgeoise. In 1926 he was asked to 
paint frescoes for the Industrial School at Orizaba. He 
was invited back to continue decorating preparatoria after 
finishing a single wall at the Industrial School.^
92Ibld.. p. 54.
93I£ld*. pp. 61-62.
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The Orizaba mural was titled Social Revolution 
(figure 19) and shows Orozco’s more hopeful outlook for 
the future. The fresco Is done In a more restrained 
manner than his early works with more emphasis on aesthetic 
considerations. The entire painting has an overall rhythm 
Of movement which makes it seem vital and alive. He depicts 
the workers and soldiers working and building in the upper 
portion of the work. On the two sides of the bottom of 
the painting are the cowering and fearful peasants. He 
conveyed the idea of a new life arising from earlier misery 
in a manner easily understood by his public with no com­
promise of the aesthetic value of the panel.
Orosco continued to do significant frescos and 
paintings in both Mexico and the United States. He had 
proven himself to be a real people’s artist. He could be 
understood by all men, and his exciting visual vocabulary 
made people stop and consider what he had said to them.
Diego Rivera was the best known of the Mexican mural
painters, and it was through him the fame of the Mexican
school spread. Rivera was significant in the formation
of the style considered Mexican. Rivera was the primary
artist to decorate the Ministry of Education in Mexico
City* It was his most important artistic contribution
oh.to the revolution.
94-Ibid., p. 110.
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One painting in the Ministry of Education best 
typified Rivera*s work of the period between 1923 and 
1926. It is the Sugar Refiners (figure 20) with a 
rhythmical repetition of the workmen. Rivera showed the 
Mexican laborer in a fine poetio creation. The workers 
are united in the perfect harmony of their labors. It 
is a testimony to the workers of Mexico and It Is a public 
testimony. The painting illustrates the importance of 
rhythm in Mexican murals. Much of the dynamics of the 
work is conveyed by the repeated gestures of the workers.
Rivera often would ridicule or bring out ideas in 
his works which depended on the viewer recognizing the 
individual portrayed.^ In his paintings on labor as in 
the Sugar Refiners he has surpassed that literary neces­
sity for a more purely visual statement.T ■"*
David Alfaro Siqueiros is the last of the great 
Mexican mural painters of the revolution. In many of his 
works he used his paintings as a propaganda tool for ther •->
proletariat. In doing this he often used Inferior materials 
because he only wanted his works to last long enough to make 
their point, then he oould replace them with new ones. Many 
of his works are now fading or disintegrating as evidenced 
by his Burial of a Worker (figure 21).^
95Ibld.. p. 1 5 5.
96Ibid., p. 162.
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Siqueiros was not as dynamic a painter as Orozco 
and Rivera but he has gained in artistic stature through 
the years. His art, like the art of Rivera and Orosco, 
is a people*s art form as they intended it to be.
The vitality of Mexican mural painting is still 
continued by David Alfaro Siqueiros. In 1966 Siqueiros 
began a mural called History of Humanity which shows in 
great sweeping movements the evolution of man. The mural 
will cover an awesome 4,185 square yards and is larger 
than Michelangelo's Slstlne ceiling. Siqueiros is the 
last of Mexico*s great people's artists. He feels the 
mural is the most vital form of painting*
A mural is a permanent discourse* it is meant 
to be read.... Mural painting must express the conscience of man, his drama and tragedy.97
Since the revolutionary days, the mural h d almost 
died in Mexico and Siqueiros hopes to bring it back*
I Just hope that this mural will prove something to young artists, some ideas, shows them what can be 
done, A man needs apace around him. He needs bigness.9°
97"A Man Needs Space", Newsweek. August 29» 1966,
4
98Ibid.
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CHAPTER IV
THE QUESTION OF PUBLIC PAINTING TODAY
Large walls on our public buildings are blank 
and empty. The United States Government apparently pre­
fers walls of marble slabs instead of the controversial 
wall murals of thirty years ago. There is no place where 
a painter can become a significant public artist. To 
visually communicate to the people, a painter has to 
function within the established exhibition systems of 
galleries and museums. To penitrate the gallery and/or 
museum, he must meet the aesthetic standards and pre­
judices of accepted artists or museum curators.
Painting today is concerned with newness and 
cleverness. It is concerned with historical significance 
and saleability. It is an art of the cultured and moneyed 
classes, or it is the art of the "hippies*’. The artists 
have a meaningful personal statement, but it does not 
communicate with the people. Art is for art's sake, not 
for the public. Pop art ridicules and reflects society, 
but it does not talk to the public. It does not involve 
the society as Orozco did in Mexico.
Siqueiros calls for bigness for a rebirth of mural 
painting which will talk to the masses. His call has been
65
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ignored. The American artists seem to have an aversion 
to an art form which could be called public. The American 
painters think public art Is bad art and can see no reason 
why it should not be bad. The American public likes Norman 
Hockwell better than Andy Warhol or Willem De Kooning,
How then could a good art be made that they would understand? 
Why has public art not been good art?
__The Question of Quality in Public Art
It is true that much of the painting that could be 
called public has been of a low aesthetic quality. The 
Elder Pliny makes note of the declining quality of Roman
QQart with the coming of the more publicly oriented empire. z 
We all know the general low aesthetic appeal of 
monumental Soviet painting. We have heard it said that 
the art of the 1930*s in the United States was poor art 
for poor people.
There have been good works of public art too. David*s 
Marat is a masterpiece of painting. Isaak Brodsky’s Lenin 
is a masterpiece of modern realism, as in the War tryptich 
by Geli Korshev. The works of Orozco, Rivera, and Siqueiros 
form a significant milestone in twentieth century art. All 
of public art has not been bad, but not a very large per­
centage has been good.
QQPliny, op. olt.. p. 7.
6?
The initial organizations and government programs 
which served as patrons to public art seem to have some 
relationship. The public art of Nazi Germany with Its 
dictatorial organization produced little if anything of 
artistic merit. The art of the Soviet Union with its 
democratic base was vital and alive until Stalin put it 
under a more dictatorial system. The public art of Mexico 
was vital under the Manifesto of 1922 which imposed no 
limitations. The art of the United States in the 1930*s 
offers a different picture. This was possibly the most 
democratic organization of a public art program but the 
individual talent was lacking.
Good public art depends on the painters who do it.
Any art form is the direct expression of the artist 
who creates it, A good work of public art is created when 
the artist shares the collective views and aspirations of 
the whole of the people. This explains why vital public art 
occurs as an outgrowth of revolution. The revolutions 
united the broadest mass of people in a new hope for the 
future. The artists shared in this hope and expressed it 
vi sually.
The presence of so much bad public art can be 
explained by loss of momentum in these revolutions. After 
a revolution stability finally sets in, and the stability 
is imposed by a dominant class who soon gain control of 
the society. After a specific class gains control of a
society, the artistio forces which opposed their ideas 
are suppressed or discouraged, and an art form suiting 
their tastes and needs arises*
We are now in a period of art the revolutionaries 
or communists would call bourgeois. Ours is an art form 
to decorate private homes or galleries and museums.
The answer to the development of a good public art 
system would be the permitting of both the private and 
public production of art. The public painters could then 
draw vitality and life from the individualistic young 
painters who are continually searching. The searching 
young painters could be given public commissions. As 
better public art would be presented to the people, they 
would become accustomed to it and demand better and more 
meaningful paintings. Above all, a painter who does his 
work for the masses must be true to himself and his ideals. 
Compromise can lead to the sterilization of his art form.
He must know how to speak with the spirit of the masses.
— l^..Sg.^lonshlp o f A  Worft to _a .Public „ Art
For an art form to be understood by the people it 
must contain a visual vocabulary with which they are familiar. 
This means it must either be figurative, representational, 
or symbolic.
I produce figurative paintings, often as if they
were a public commission for a portrait of some person
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Important to the people. I simulate public commissions.
X have developed a style which meets my personal 
oreative need and is readily adaptable to a public form 
of painting.
It is a style that uses flat color areas and is 
still figurative. The choices of colors are independent 
of local color. This is the one area in which a public 
viewer may be offended but by continuing to expose him 
to colors which are not natural will eventually cause 
him to accept them. The colors are not arbitrary; 
often they are symbolic and form part of the statement. 
Often the colors set a mood for the painting and create 
an environment. This environment would be very important 
in works of monumental scale as on walls. The colors 
often form a decorative motif whloh can be accepted 
visually by members of the public while still remaining 
exciting to roe.
I have given myself commissions from some of the 
significant periods of public art and then executed them 
in my personal style. This is the key to good public art. 
An artist must do his paintings and can do them within the 
frame of a public commission.
I often drive by a large public building. This 
building, the Water Treatment Plant in Grand Porks, North 
Dakota, has a huge blank white wall facing the street.
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This wall is blank; It is painted white. All the rest 
of the building is the natural color of brick. I could 
never understand why there is no mural on this wall. Such 
a mural could be a powerful and meaningful part of the 
community1 s cultural atmosphere.
I have noticed the new United States Post Offices 
being built. They are low and have windows along the 
front. They are adequately designed. The interiors have 
large wall spaces often covered with a marble veneer or just 
painted a solid color. The only trace of an art form is 
a small photograph of Lyndon Johnson and a commercial poster 
advertising Zip Code. There are no murals, no visual 
decorations. The buildinrs are cold and sterile. They 
contain nothing of the human spirit; there is no visual 
life.
I often imagine the power and vitality there would 
be in these buildings if a citizen would walk in and see 
a gigantic mural by Orozco; or if he could drive by the 
city water works and see a gigantic statement in color by 
Juhala, I would love to do a mural on one of these walls.
I would love to feel the excitement of communication that 
brought the great creative efforts in Mexico and Russia 
after their revolutions* It would be the same excitement 
of purpose David felt when he worked on his Marat or the 
Oath of the Tennis Court. Public art can share this 
excitement of creation with the people.
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In my painting U.S.A.-U.S.S.R. (plate I), I was 
limited to a nonfigurative motif. I also limited myself 
to a statement about American and Russian coexistence.
Such a theme could be commissioned by a trade conference 
between the two nations or to symbolize to the American 
or Russian people the similarities between their two 
nations.
I have symbolized the Russian nation by using the 
colors of their flag, the colors of the proletariat red 
and yellow. This becomes a yellow band across a red field 
with a large red star opposite the Russian star except it 
is blue on a white field with red stripes. The red stripes 
Join the red of the Russian side and are the same color.
The reverse side of these standing panels consist of civil 
defense symbols and arrows# It is done in greens and 
yellows using a positive and negative Juxtaposition of 
shapes. The second side symbolizes the cold war which is 
the result of the misunderstanding between the two nations. 
The painting was done because I felt this misunderstanding 
should be brought out to the people who view my work.
The painting U.S.A.-U.S.S.R, was done as a simulated 
International commission in which emblematic symbols of the 
two nations were represented.
In plate II I have simulated a communist commission 
for the American Communist Party. In an enlightened
United States all political parties would be free to 
operate and the Communists would be among them. In a 
country which would emphasize public art the political 
parties would commission fine work of art to decorate 
the headquarters and conventions.
The painting is a full standing portrait of Mother 
Ella Reve Bloor. She was one of the most colorful and 
kindly people in the American Communist Party during 
their legal period in the 1930's. She served as national 
party committee woman for many years and was the only 
woman to do so. She was a significant personality and It 
oould be probable that a portrait of her would be acceptable 
for such a commission.
The painting of Mother Bloor was done in various 
values of reds and yellow, I have again chosen the colors 
which represent the working classes. Since I have abandoned 
local color, I felt these would be the most acceptable.
The expression on Mother Bloor's face was taken from a 
photograph which showed her on her way to jail. The painting 
symbolizes the fate of the Communist Party in America.
The third type of commission I will discuss is the 
church commission. While church art seldom becomes a real 
public art, there is a possibility that an artist who does 
large public paintings or murals would be asked to do one 
for a church. I have simulated a commission from the 
Catholic Church to decorate a chapel or church.
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When an artist accepts a commission from a specific 
group as the Communist Party or the Catholic Church, he has 
to find a subject with which he ĥ  s empathy. An artist 
must be able to place his spirit in his work. If an artist 
cannot feel as one with his painting, it will be a meaning­
less painting.
In choosing subjects to paint for the Catholic Church 
I chose to do two Popes. The first was Pope Leo XIII and the 
second was Pope John XXIII (plate III). Pope Leo XIII was 
referred to as the workingman's Pope, The portrait of Pope 
John XXIII is of special significance to me because I con­
sider him to have been one of the great men of the twentieth 
century. I have chosen a pose of benediction; the Pope 
is lifting his hand to bless the people. He is humbly 
attired in a robe and scull cap rather than the regal robes 
of the Papacy to show his common background. He sits 
firmly and solidly on a form representing a chair to 
symbolize the stability of the man and his church. I have 
used various values of reds and oranges In a monocromatic 
fashion partially for experimental purposes and also to 
symbolize the earthly quality of Pcpe John XXIII and the 
masses he represented.
The most common and successful form of public art 
is the wall mural. To try and get something of the feeling
7^
of working on a monumental scale I have constructed 
a relief panel for a painting I call After David IX (Plate 
IV). The painting measures 9 feet by 7 feet but could be 
made larger for a large wall area. The primary purpose 
of this painting is the decoration of a wall but I have 
tried to capture a feeling of haunting loneliness in the 
reclining figure. When an artist is given *. nondefined 
mural commission he should choose a subject he has some 
feeling about, I was concerned with the strange haunting 
appearance of a lonely woman. I chose to emphasize that 
emptiness by repeating the figures on the upper section of 
the panel. I was experimenting with a three-dimensional 
use of flat planes. There are five levels ranging 
between a depth of six inches. The technique could be 
transferred to a wall construction and built out from the 
wall surface and become part of that wall.
There would be a good chance that a commission for 
a post office would specify some type of subject matter. I 
arbitrarily chose a portrait of Andrew Jackson (Plate V).
I personally find Jackson to be a somewhat disgusting 
individual in American history primarily because of his 
treatment of the Indians. I originally had a full seated 
figure of Jackson on the canvas plus two smaller portraits 
beside him ©#■ Jackson ahd Jefferson. I could not Justify 
Jackson's dominance of a painting of mine so I painted him 
out and replaced him with an American youth. Jackson only
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remains as a bust portrait under a small arch. The 
painting is dominated by the young American, I did this 
painting in different values of red with accents of blue.
I felt the inclusion of the third American color, white, 
would compromise the mood I wished to express.
While all of these paintings were done in the spirit 
of a public art, they are still my personal statements, both 
visually and in content. An artist must paint what he wants 
and his paintings must be an extension of himself. The only 
way a painting can be a public art form and a thing of 
aesthetic quality is by the integrating of the artist*s 
personal Ideals, the broad ideals of the people, and the 
use of a monumental scale.
C. Conclusion
We can have good public art but we need an enlightened 
government and real painters who are willing to put all their 
creative drive into painting for the people. Schools have 
already begun extensive art education programs. These could 
aoquaint the public with different styles of painting and 
give them a wider frame of reference. The local and national 
governments will have to commission public paintings through 
an extensive program similar to the early Soviet or American 
public art program. The creation of a quality public art 
form requires an enlightened officialdom as well as a 
creative artist. The entire community must appreciate
the value of a visual statement for all people. No matter 
what type of organization commissions a public work of art 
the people must understand and Identify with that work of 
art.
There have been some reoent attempts at presenting 
the public a modern public art. These projects vary from 
mammoth sculptures and large stained glass windows to 
public art museums. The Lincoln Center In New York City 
has a large Henry Moore sculpture. The United Nations 
has a Chagall stained glass window. These projects form a 
small beginning. From then: a new public art could develop 
in the United States. The major projects presented to the 
public are still of the styles encouraged by the museums. 
They are not understood by the broad mass of people. It is 
public art for the people not of them.
For a public art to be of the people It must embody 
some significant aspect of their lives. It must be under­
stood by them both visually and conceptually. One mistake 
made by many public painters Is that they reduce their 
creative statement to simple illustration. Illustration is 
the easiest art form for the uneducated to understand but 
often lacks In artistic value. Another mistake Is the 
leaving out of any familiar visual objects whioh can com­
municate with the public. Good public art must operate
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on a level between the two extremes. The artist must try 
to establish a meaningful contact with the people and at 
the same time make a personal statement.
In the past artists like David, Brodsky, Deineka, 
and Orozco have succeeded In communicating with the masses 
and making their personal statement. They were able to 
combine the concept of their Inner spirit and the concept 
of a universal artist in a mass society. The balance 
between the broad mass and the inner spirit is a delicate 
one. The artists who learn to balance the concepts of the 
individual and the mass have and will become great public 
painters. The difficulty of the task presented to the 
public painter may explain why much public art is of 
poor artistic and spiritual quality. The^e is a chance 
that painting can become the important public art form 
It should be. The public art of Soviet Russia is improving 
in quality and the private art of the United States is be- 
comming more public. When the delicate balance needed is 
reached, we will have good public art. A public art that 
will embody the spirit of all mankind.
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